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Creating a New Contact Set 
 
After having built a Petrel 3D grid and prior to running the volume 

calculation, the various contacts should be defined in the Make Contacts 

process. Several sets of contacts can be defined and each Contact Set 

can contain a number of different contact types. All Contact Sets will be 

stored under a folder called Fluid Contacts in the Petrel Explorer Models 

tab. The Contact Set can be created based on a constant depth value or 

a surface. If a surface is used as an input for the contact, it has to exist in 

the Petrel Explorer window. Any type of surface can be used as an input. 

The user has the option of using the same contact for all zones and 

segments, different contacts for each segment and/or different contacts 

for each zone. 

To create a new fluid contact: 

1. Double click on the Make Contacts processes in the Structural 

Modeling in the Processes Pane. 

2. Create a Gas Oil Contact by selecting it in the Make Contacts dialog 
box so that it is highlighted in gray. In the text box below the label 
“All Segments”, type a value of -1880 as shown in Fig.18.1 (left). 

3. Create an Oil Water Contact by selecting it in the Make Contacts 
dialog box so that it is highlighted in gray. In the text box below the 
label “All Segments”, type a value of -2010 as shown in Fig. 18.1 
(right). 

4. Click OK and the Fluid Contacts folder with the new set of contacts 

will appear in the model tab below the segment filter. 
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Fig.18.1: The Make Contacts dialog box 

 

Visualizing the Contacts on a Surface 

Visualizing the contacts on surfaces in both 2D and 3D is illustrative for 

showing the extent of the oil/gas zones.  

 

To visualize contacts on a surface, follow the steps: 

1. Expand the Fluid Contacts and the Contact Set folders under the 
Models tab. 

2. Open the Horizons folder under the active 3D grid and display the 
Top Tarbert horizon in a 3D display window, see Fig. 18.2. 

3. Display the oil/water and gas/oil contacts. 
4. Open Settings > Style tab for the Fluid Contacts folder. Toggle on 

Show fill on horizons to drape the contacts over the horizons, see 
Fig. 18.3. 

5. Select the Show contact surfaces to also see the contacts as surfaces. 
See Fig. 18.2 and 18.7. 
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Fig. 18.2: Top Tarbert Horizon displayed in a 3D window 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.18.3: Setting for "Fluid contacts" 
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Fig.18.4: Setting for "Fluid contacts" 

 

Fig. 18.5: Fluid Contacts displayed in a 3D window with Show fill on 

horizons checked. 
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Fig. 18.6: Setting for "Fluid contacts" 

 

Fig. 18.7: Fluid Contacts displayed in a 3D window with Show 

contact surfaces checked 
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Visualizing the Contact in Map View 

Map view is a window especially designed for creating scaled plots. The 

contacts can be visualized in this window (and printed from this window 

as well if desired). 

To visualize contacts in map view, follow the steps: 

1. Open a New Map Window from the Window menu. 

2. Display one horizon from the 3D grid, say Top Ness as shown in Fig. 

18.8. 

3. Display the set of contacts to be visualized on top of this horizon, see 

Fig.18.9. 

 

Fig. 18.8: Top Ness horizon displayed in a map view window 
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Fig. 18.9: Top Ness horizon displayed in a map view window with 

the Gas Oil Contact displayed 
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Fig. 18.10:Top Ness horizon displayed in a map view window with both 

Gas Oil and Oil Water Contacts displayed 
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Visualizing the Contact as Property in 3D 
This operation allows the user to create a property where the cells are 

given a facies code according to their position related to the 

hydrocarbon contacts. This may be a useful way of displaying the 

contacts. The generated contact property can also be used as input for 

other property calculation, for instance in the Property Calculation, or 

for filtering. 

 

To visualize contacts in 3D, follow the steps: 

1. Right click on one Contact set. 

2. Select Settings. 
3. In the Settings window, select the Operations tab, as shown in Fig. 

18.11. 

 

Fig. 18.11: Settings for 'Contact Set' dialog box 
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4. In the “code above the highest contact” drop down box, select Gas 

Zone. 

5. In the column Facies value below contact, specify: Oil Zone below 

the Gas Oil Contact, and Water Zone below the Oil Water Contact. 

6. Click Make Property. A new property model called Contacts will be 

added inside the Properties folder in the Models tab. Click the OK 

button. 

7. Uncheck the Contact Set under Fluid Contacts and check the 

Contacts property. See Fig. 18. 12 and 18.13. 

Fig. 17.12: The Contacts property displayed in a 3D window 
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Fig. 18.13: The Contacts property along with Contact Set displayed in a 

3D window 

 

To get a cross-sectional view of the model, visualize the property on a 

General Intersection Plane and clip the plane in front or behind. 

To visualize the property on a General Intersection Plane, follow the 

steps: 

1. Right click the Intersections item in the Models Pane. 

2. Select the Insert General Intersection item from the drop down 
menu. See Fig. 18. 14. 

3. Play the property using the available options in the General 
Intersection Player toolbar with and without clipping the plane. 
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Now spend some time playing with the different options on the General 

Intersection Player toolbar to get you familiar to using such capabilities. 

Fig. 18.14: The Contacts property is visualized on a General Intersection 

Plane 

 

 

 

  


